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Long Term Cybersecurity research 
Summaries of projects granted in the first NWO call for proposals (2012) 

 

Project number CYBSEC.12.001 / 628.001.001 

Main Applicant Prof. dr. R.J. Wieringa 

Universiteit Twente  
Faculteit der Elektrotechniek, 
Wiskunde en Informatica  
Informatiesystemen  

Project title The personal information security assistant (PISA) 

Scientific summary  

 
The aim of the PISA project is to develop a lightweight risk management process for end-users, to 
help them reduce risks, and serve as a catalyst for improving our society as a whole. 
 
The growing dependence of society on ICT has increased information security risks. We attempt to 
improve this by focusing on end-users. First, they are the weakest link, as they lack resources and 
expertise that enterprises have. By strengthening them we remove a large vulnerability in society. 
Second, they are early adopters of technology and drive change bottom-up.  
 
Our approach is to help end-users perform risk-management. This is an iterative process of defining 
goals, examining the threats against them, deciding how to act on them, and actually implementing 
these actions. Risk management is commonplace in enterprises, with demonstrated effectiveness, but 
it is too complex for end-users. We will simplify it, creating a lightweight risk management process 
that is usable by end-users.  
 
For this we will (1) develop a simple but expressive risk ontology to represent risks. We will also (2) 
develop a repository of end-user risks, and (3) design a secure tool that can answer questions about 
the end-users’ risks (for example of online social networks) and suggest actions to reduce these 
together with their cost. We will (4) perform experiments with prototypes on test subjects, to test 
prototypes’ usability, persuasiveness and effectiveness intreducing risks. Finally we will (5) use the 
knowledge gained in these experiments to create one end-user risk management method that can be 
standardized.  
 

Applicable NCSRA theme 

 Risk management 
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Project number CYBSEC.12.002 / 628.001.002 

Main Applicant Prof. dr. ir. W.M.P. van der Aalst 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven  
Faculteit Wiskunde en Informatica  
Informatica  

Project title Privacy Compliance and Enforcement (PriCE) 

Scientific summary  

 
Data protection legislation in the EU empowers users to control the access and usage of their data as 
well as imposes very stringent requirements on the collection, processing and disclosure of personal 
data.  
Furthermore, nowadays, IT systems operate in unpredictable environments, where different 
individuals access services and devices in different capacities. In contrast, the current security and 
data protection mechanisms are very rigid. The basic notion of enforcement relies on the idea that 
infringements (i.e., deviations from policies and procedures) are violations and as such should not be 
permitted. Moreover, current security mechanisms neglect the existence of business processes and do 
not take advantage of the opportunity to analyze the event logs and business processes to support 
the IT system in the security decision-making process.  
 
This project aims to develop the foundations of a novel approach that empowers users to control their 
data and enables organizations to comply with user policies as well as with legal requirements. This 
will be achieved by defining:  
(i) a user-centric system in which users can specify security and privacy policies that regulate the 
access and usage of their data and in which they are fully aware of the consequences and risks of the 
specified policies in terms of security, privacy and accountability;  
(ii) cryptographic protocols and mechanisms that can keep the data persistently encrypted, while still 
ensuring data availability;  
(iii) a flexible infrastructure for infringement identification and anagement;  
(iv) a policy learning mechanism for policy refinement.  
 

Applicable NCSRA themes 

 Identity, privacy and trust 

 Data & policy management 

 Secure design & engineering 
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Project number CYBSEC.12.003 / 628.001.003 

Main Applicant Prof. dr. M.J.G. van Eeten 
Technische Universiteit Delft  
Faculteit Techniek, Bestuur en Management  
Beleidskunde  

Project title 
Reputation Metrics Design to Improve Intermediary Incentives for Security 
(REMEDI3S) 

Scientific summary  

 
The past decade has highlighted that cybersecurity failures are not only the result of technological 
vulnerabilities but also of misaligned economic incentives. Improving the incentives for security -- the 
forces that shape the security decisions of market players -- is therefore a key challenge. It is 
especially urgent for Internet intermediaries, which are increasingly recognized as critical nodes for 
cybersecurity. These include ISPs, hosting providers, registrars, certification authorities and cloud 
service providers.  
While Internet intermediaries are critical to cybersecurity, it is difficult for businesses, consumers, 
regulators and even the intermediaries themselves, to reliably assess how well they perform. Who 
knows, for example, which Dutch ISP is most effective in remediating botnets? Such information 
asymmetries severely impede the functioning of markets. They weaken the intermediaries’ incentives 
to invest in security.  
This project reduces this information asymmetry by developing empirical reputation metrics for the 
security of Internet intermediaries. It builds on recent innovations which extracted such metrics for 
ISPs from data being collected by third parties for incident response and situational awareness.  
The project is novel because: (1) it advances metrics that can serve as publicly available market 
signals; (2) it does so for more classes of intermediaries than just ISPs; (3) it develops empirical 
models around the reputation metrics to disentangle the impact of other forces that shape the 
security incentives of intermediaries, such as privacy laws and price competition; and (4) offers 
intermediaries the option to benchmark themselves against their market. All of this generates 
evidence-based policies and sustained incentives for security.  
 

Applicable NCSRA themes 

 Malware 

 Cybercrime/underground economy 

 Risk management 
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Project number CYBSEC.12.006 / 628.001.004 

Main Applicant Prof. dr. S. Etalle 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven  
Faculteit Wiskunde en Informatica  
Informatica  

Project title 
Visualization and deep protocol analysis to detect cyber espionage and 
targeted malware (SpySpot) 

Scientific summary  

 
Cyber-attacks have grown in number and sophistication, achieving unprecedented success in reaching 
their target. Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) such as data exfiltration attacks are both dangerous 
and difficult to detect. These targeted and stealthy attacks using specifically developed malware 
circumvent classical detection systems based on signatures or statistical anomalies in network traffic. 
Only by looking in detail at the actual content of communication it would be possible to detect APTs. A 
method is thus needed to analyse the huge amount of data involved in an effective way. SpySpot 
proposes a solution which combines deep packet analysis with visualization of the analysis results 
enabling an end user to easily spot anomalies created by APTs like digital espionage. While automated 
analysis is needed to manage the huge amount of data, no automatic method can match the ability of 
the human mind in recognizing deviations and evaluating these. It is thus important to integrate 
automated analysis with visualization of results for human-based evaluation.  
In the deep packet analysis the meaning of communication is recovered using protocol syntax and 
semantics, abstraction brings additional structure to this meaning and anomaly detection finds 
patterns deviating from the norm. The visualization takes the results from the automated analysis, 
presenting them to the end user. The user can, in an interactive way, investigate potentially harmful 
anomalies, get more in-depth information, tweak the analysis based on experience, and provide 
feedback on the discovered anomalies, such as discarding harmless ones in future traffic.  
 

Applicable NCSRA theme 

 Malware 
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Project number CYBSEC.12.008 / 628.001.005 

Main Applicant Prof. dr. B.P.F. Jacobs 

Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen  
Faculteit der Natuurwetenschappen, Wiskunde 
en Informatica  
Computer Science  

Project title OpenSesame: opening backdoors on embedded devices 

Scientific summary  

 
Networked embedded devices like routers, switches, firewalls, sensors and actuators are part of our 
critical infrastructure. These devices are often assembled and programmed overseas -- beyond our 
control -- and placed within our trusted networks or even used for military applications. But can we 
really trust them? There have been several incidents where backdoors have been found in the 
firmware (also on silicon) of these devices. Such a backdoor allows an adversary to gain (remote) 
access to the device.  
 
The OpenSesame project addresses this problem by developing novel automated techniques to test 
the software and firmware of embedded devices for the presence of such backdoors. Standard 
protocol fuzzing techniques -- like feeding programs invalid or random data to test for unexpected 
behavior –- are not very effective as the chances of hitting the right input are tiny. Our approach 
consists of first recovering the (read-protected) firmware from the device. Having access to the 
firmware enables us to apply smarter techniques, like symbolic execution, to backdoor detection. 
Symbolic execution searches for the presence of a backdoor in any possible execution path. This 
technique does not scale very well when addressing large computer programs. However, embedded 
devices -- with their smaller code bases -- are exactly the right target for symbolic execution.  
 

Applicable NCSRA theme 

 Operational cyber capacities 
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Project number CYBSEC.12.014 / 628.001.006 

Main Applicant Prof. dr. ir. H.J. Bos 
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam  
Faculteit der Exacte Wetenschappen  
Informatica 

Project title Re-Cover: The Power of Obfuscation  

Scientific summary  

 
Software vendors and cybercriminals alike rely on obfuscation techniques to protect sensitive 
information from the prying eyes of reverse engineers. Obfuscators transform both the control flow 
and data layout of a program to make it practically infeasible to reverse them. A program's control 
flow can be hidden by a VM, while data layouts are hidden by splitting variables over multiple memory 
locations, or generating a string at runtime, rather than storing it explicitly in the binary, etc.  
Over the years, much research was conducted in probing control obfuscations. Typically, it shows that 
most techniques are limited in the face of determined attackers. 
Surprisingly, we do not know any such probing attempt for obfuscated data and memory. This is 
remarkable, because for reverse engineers there is great value in the data and its layout. So far, the 
tacit assumption is that data obfuscation is strong and cannot be automatically reversed in practice.  
The research question is whether this assumption is justified. Specifically, our hypothesis is that it is 
false for current data obfuscators and that it is feasible to recover the data structures in a semi-
automated way.  
To probe data obfuscators, we propose to use a combination of static and dynamic analysis. For 
instance, by observing the program's behavior, we identify strings that were not in the original binary, 
or accesses to different locations that always occur in close proximity (suggesting split variables), etc.  
If we are right, the research outcome will have far-reaching implications for software security. We will 
build on our analysis to improve existing obfuscation techniques.  
 

Applicable NCSRA themes 

 Malware 

 Secure design & engineering 
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Project number CYBSEC.12.015 / 628.001.007 

Main Applicant Dr. L. Batina 

Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen  
Faculteit der Natuurwetenschappen, Wiskunde en 
Informatica  
Institute for Computing and Information Science  

Project title 
Profiling for Optical Fault Induction using Location-dependent leakage 
(ProFil) 

Scientific summary 

 
We increasingly rely on embedded security systems in our lives, such as smart cards and RFID tags 
that are used for public transport, access control, and pay-TV systems. Ensuring the security and 
privacy requirements of these systems is a challenging problem, as witnessed by the breaking of the 
cryptosystems used in mobile phones, car keys, and RIFD-enabled cards (the Dutch “OV-chipkaart'').  
This proposal focuses on physical attacks, the main threat to the security of next generation smart 
devices. In such attacks information about some physical (also called side-channel) leakages e.g. 
power consumption data is collected and analyzed allowing an adversary to retrieve secret keys of the 
device.  
Fault injection is another, more active type of side-channels as it relies on the process of introducing 
temporary computation errors in a chip. With this attack, also the location on the chip where the 
faults are induced is very important as automated searches are not possible. Recently, new results 
showed the benefits of exploring locally-based electromagnetic leakages and photonics emissions 
finding in this way sensitive areas where the keys are manipulated.  
 
The main idea of this project is to introduce a profiling phase for fault injection using other passive 
side-channels. To this aim, we will use high-resolution EMA and optical emissions. We will develop 
theoretical framework for fault analysis that will be verified using state of the art equipment and tools. 
The participation of Riscure will provide a suitable industrial environment to test and apply the 
algorithms and countermeasures developed during the project.  
 

Applicable NCSRA theme 

 Secure design & engineering 
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Project number CYBSEC.12.016 / 628.001.008 

Main Applicant Mr. dr. J.L. van Gelder 
Nederlands Studiecentrum Criminaliteit en 
Rechtshandhaving  

Project title Cyber Crime Offender Profiling: The Human Factor Examined 

Scientific summary 

 
Research on the human factor in cyber crime has not kept pace with research and innovation 
regarding its technological dimensions. Yet, while the latter may be able to defuse a threat, they do 
little to tackle its causes. Like any type of crime, understanding the causes of cyber crime requires 
insight into offender motivations, personality, social networks, and the development of criminal 
careers. To date, very little research has ventured into these aspects leading our knowledge of the 
field to be strewn with questions rather than answers. The proposed project addresses this gap by 
applying established insights from criminological research to shed new light on the human factor in 
cyber crime. In doing so, it identifies profiles of key individual-level correlates, with a view on 
developing more effective cyber crime policy and better targeted interventions.  
The project combines the analysis of data from multiple sources:  
(1) police and public prosecutor’s registration data,  
(2) data on offender characteristics from the Dutch Probation Service, and  
(3) primary survey and interview data that will specifically be collected for the project.  
 

Applicable NCSRA theme 

 Cybercrime/underground economy 
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Project number CYBSEC.12.017 / 628.001.009 

Main Applicant Prof. dr. F.W. Vaandrager 

Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen  
Faculteit der Natuurwetenschappen, 
Wiskunde en Informatica  
Institute for Computing and Information 
Science  

Project title Learning Extended State Machines for Malware Analysis (LEMMA) 

Scientific summary  

 
A central challenge in detecting and analyzing malicious behavior on computer networks, eg. due to 
intrusions or botnet infections, is how to make sense of the vast amounts of data generated in 
monitoring such systems. The LEMMA project will develop automated tools to tackle this challenge by 
combining three innovations in learning technology:  
1. state machine learning methods that are able to learn timed state machine models with 
parameters,  
2. methods for learning these models from large amount of streaming data, and  
3. fusion of information contained in models learned a different network locations.  
This unique combination of innovative techniques can then be used to analyze patterns in the traffic of 
large and distributed networks, to detect suspicious activity, to locate infections, and to develop 
behavioral fingerprints of malicious (or normal) traffic. We believe that the time and technology is ripe 
for this project, as experiments in automated analysis of network data have already shown interesting 
results, despite using fairly basic learning techniques, and state machine learning has reach the stage 
where it can cope with systems of the required size and complexity.  
The consortium combines expertise in states machine learning and security at the Radboud University, 
expertise in information fusion at Thales, and a vast experience in analyzing network traffic at 
Madison-Gurkha, Thales, and NCSC.  
The research in LEMMA is centred around two main representative case studies; additional use cases 
are available from end-users SURFnet and the WODC at the Ministry of Security and Justice. 
 

Applicable NCSRA theme 

 Malware 

 

 


